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Need for developing Information Systems in Indian vernacular languages is 
now felt more than ever. Use of local scripts becomes inevitable in the 
creation of Information systems for digitized palm leaves, manuscripts and 
local documents.  M-ISIS is a localized version of CDS\ISIS for Malayalam 
language, which is programmed using ISIS32.DLL created by UNESCO. It is a 
bibliographic information system for Malayalam documents using Malayalam 
script. Together with the techniques of 'Nitya Digital Archives' it searches 
using Malayalam script and retrieves both references and full texts. A special 
font 'Meera.ttf' is designed and a rendering engine to process conjunct 
formation is programmed, enabling both data entry and query formulation in 
Malayalam. Paper describes the creation of a digital archive of 'Mathrubhumi' 
weekly. A few issues of the weekly were scanned to PDF (Portable Document 
Format) using Adobe Acrobat. Catalogue data of every individual article was 
fed into a CDS\ISIS database through a data entry worksheet designed in M-
ISIS. The prototype shows immense possibilities of localization of CDS\ISIS 
in Indian languages  
1. Introduction 
In 1990s many college and university libraries in Kerala created electronic 
catalogues of Malayalam books using English scripts. Databases were created 
using packages like CDS\ISIS and LibSys, but all the attempts failed to yield 
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expected results. Since most of the library did not input data conforming to a 
standard transliteration scheme, words and phrases formed at the time of 
query differed from they were coded at the time of data entry. This led to 
non-retrieval of titles in the collection.  Some of the libraries devised 
transliteration schemes, but Malayalam data became so un-natural that even 
the library professionals could not decipher them. (e.g. 'Kerala' became 
'Kaerhalha'). Developing Information Systems in Indian vernacular languages 
is now critically felt more than ever. Use of local scripts become inevitable 
especially in the creation of Information systems for digitized palm leaves, 
manuscripts and local documents. 
2. Information Systems in Local Languages 
2.1 GIST 
The GIST technology devised by C-DAC was the only solution to circumvent 
the situation. The technology was based on 'Key board hooking', an interface 
that enabled the data input in any running application (word processors, DTP 
packages, DBMS, etc) using any Indian script. LibSys advocated the 
installation of GIST along with their packages. Data could be entered in 
Malayalam in their data entry module. But in the search module the interface 
often failed and the index appeared in unrecognizable Roman characters. 
After installing Libsys, input of Malayalam data in Calicut University Library 
was completed in 1998, but the search is an unattainable goal even after six 
years.  
2.2 Embedding Indian Scripts in OS 
Real solution lies in embedding Indian scripts in operating systems like MS 
Windows, Linux, etc. Microsoft has already completed the embedding of 
Hindi, Tamil, etc, but embedding of Malayalam is delayed for two years after 
their declaration in 2002. They have released a beta version in June 2004, 
but far from perfection. Since MS Windows is not an open system, algorithm 
and codes of their rendering engine (shaping engine named Uniscribe) will 
remain a secret to them and cannot be studied and altered by an external 
agency for betterment. Apart from 'Access' or 'MS SQL Server' one should be 
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at their mercy to have a correct 'character formation behavior' with other 
DBMS like Oracle, MySQL, etc. 
Rachana has been successful in designing the first Open True Type Font 
(OTF) for Malayalam. Stendek R&D, Cochin is trying Malayalam embedding in 
Linux. They have already started programming the rendering engine for 
Malayalam. When completed Linux in Malayalam will present a more open, 
strong and net-workable environment compared to Microsoft's. But it will 
take a few years to popularize Linux in Kerala and to have library 
management packages. 
3. Attempts in Malayalam 
3.1  Rachana 
At present there exist at least twenty types of character sets and mappings in 
Malayalam word processing! This situation, unheard in any other Indian 
languages was originated from the government initiative in early seventies to 
modify Original/ Traditional characters of Malayalam for typewriter usage. 
The typewriter character set is since then known as 'Modified' / 'New' 
Malayalam script having only one tenth of the number of original characters. 
By the end of nineties word processing, typesetting and even writing by new 
generation students became chaotic with the mixing up of Original and 
Modified characters. In 1999 'Rachana', a linguistic forum started its 
campaign for the use of Original/Traditional script in Malayalam computing 
with ardent supports from most of the scholars, writers and linguisticians in 
Kerala. Rachana argued that solution to the present confused state of 
Malayalam computing lies in the use of Original/traditional characters. A word 
processor called 'Rachana' was programmed to show the feasibility of Original 
character set. Since then a lot of books including Malayalam Bible and 
Ramayana were typeset and printed using Rachana's fonts. During these five 
years Rachana movement has gained considerable momentum that following 
the example of Linux, Microsoft is also planning to embed an Open True Type 
Font (OTF) based on the Original characters of Malayalam. 
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Considering the present trend set up by Rachana, we have adopted the 
Original character set of Malayalam for the localization of CDS\ISIS to create 
M-ISIS. A unique font called 'Meera.ttf' is designed and a rendering engine is 
programmed to process conjunct formation in Malayalam by the method set 
up by Rachana. 
3.2 Nitya Digital Archive 
Though applications of CDS\ISIS in Indian libraries are declining, its 
superiority as a textual database and documentation package is undeniable. 
'Nitya', a package programmed using ISIS32.DLL for digital archiving have 
already illustrated the strength of CDS\ISIS in retrieving scanned images. 
'Nitya' explores potential of CDS\ISIS in CD-Publishing of databases and full 
texts. Adapting to Indian languages the UNESCO documentation package can 
be better utilized. M-ISIS (Malayalam ISIS) is an attempt in this direction.  
3.3 Brennen CD 
The first product using M-ISIS is created in the library of Government 
Brennen College, Thalassery, Kerala. Malayalam collection in the library, one 
of the oldest in Kerala, numbers to 21000.  Its catalogue details were fed in 
to a database using M-ISIS and whole database was published as a single CD 
in 2004. This bibliographic CD is the first of its kind in Kerala and the content 
can be searched by Author, Title, Subjects, etc using Malayalam Script.  
Brennen-CD shows the necessity of building up information systems of 
Malayalam documents using Malayalam script. The use of Original Malayalam 
script advocated by Rachana shows that it is the most standardized and 
comprehensive character set, and hence advisable for creating information 
systems in Malayalam. Achieving search and retrieval using Malayalam script, 
next step was  to combine the technique of M-ISIS and 'Nitya' to create a digital archiving system. 
3.4 Mathrubhoomi Weekly Archives 
'Mathrubhoomi' weekly published since 1923 is one of the important literary 
and cultural magazines in Malayalam. A few issues of the weekly were 
scanned to PDF (Portable Document Format) using Adobe Acrobat. Catalogue 
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data of every individual article was fed into a CDS\ISIS database through a 
data entry worksheet designed in M-ISIS. Rendering engine for Meera font 
(i.e. processing mechanism for conjunct formation in Malayalam) was also 
programmed with M-ISIS. 'Nitya' performs search and retrieval of the full 
text. 
5.  M-ISIS and 'Nitya': Implementation Details 
5.1  M-ISIS and 'Nitya' 
M-ISIS is a localized version of CDS\ISIS for Malayalam language. 'Nitya' is a 
search and retrieval package that is able to open the full text in different 
format like, PDF, JPG, DOC, TXT, etc. M-ISIS is a reference retrieval system 
where as 'Nitya' is a full text retrieval system. Both use CDS\ISIS as their 
database engine. The front end is programmed in Delphi (Object Pascal) 
using ISIS32.DLL created by UNESCO and BIREME (Latin American and 
Caribbean Center for Health Science Information). 
5.2 Font Meera 
The font Meera is a True Type Font (TTF) specially designed for M-ISIS using 
FontoGrapher 4.1. Its character set and glyphs are inspired by Rachana font, 
the exhaustive Original/Traditional characters of Malayalam. 
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5.3 Rendering Engine 
'Inscript' keyboard standardized by DoE for all Indian languages is selected 
for inputting data. When basic characters are entered M-ISIS combines 
components in the font Meera to form the final glyph of the conjuncts. This 
rendering process eliminates the need for 'outer mechanism' like GIST. Since 
the conjuncts and word formations are inbuilt with M-ISIS the same process 
can be used for displaying index (dictionary terms) and formulating queries. 
 
5.4 FDT (Field Definition Table) of the Database 
For MTH (Mathrubhomi) database 13 fields are defined using CDS\ISIS. Tag 
120 is for the file name of scanned text.  In our case it is the PDF file name. 
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5.5 Worksheet for data entry 
New records are created by clicking 'NEW' button. Provisions are put for 
modifying records already entered (FIRST, LAST, PREVIOUS, NEXT buttons). 
 
 
5.6 FST (Field Select Table) for Indexing 
Every word in the title, every phrase in the title bracketed in <....>, every 
author, every keyword, every phrase in note section bracketed in <...> are 
indexed. 
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5.7 Search and Retrieval 
A Malayalam keyboard is simulated, using which a few characters are clicked 
which shows the terms after these characters in the index box (Dictionary 
box). Terms are clicked to transfer the term to query area. Queries can later 
be refined by Boolean operators (+  for  OR,  *  for  AND,  ^  for  NOT). 
 
 
 
 
Search is performed by clicking the 'Search' button. The retrieved records are 
first displayed with titles in a table (string grid ). Clicking each title, its full 
reference is displayed and then clicking 'Full Text' button the text is opened 
in Acrobat reader. 
 
Index and Keyboard 
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Each issue of Mathrubhoomi weekly is scanned and kept as a single PDF file 
and is book-marked with page numbers. This page number is displayed more 
Short and Full Reference (Note the Page No. 44) 
Full Text opened in Acrobat Reader. Bookmarks in left 
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vividly while the full reference of the retrieved article is displayed in M-ISIS. 
Acrobat Reader opens the document with bookmarks of page numbers. 
Clicking the page number the respective page is opened. Navigational links 
are also provided with each item in the table of contents. 
 
 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
For creating a local version of CDS\ISIS in Indian languages one should 
develop:    
? A new font or better adopt an existing font 
? A front end using ISIS32.DLL that should have the following two 
modules  
? Data entry module with a data entry worksheet that can handle 
conjunct formations in the local language 
Page 44 accessed through Bookmarks 
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? Search module that can formulate queries in the local language 
This is the first time a bibliographic full text retrieval system using Malayalam 
script is developed. M-ISIS shows immense possibilities of localization of 
CDS\ISIS in Indian languages.  By giving provision to open an external PDF 
file the reference system is transformed in to a full text retrieval system. 
CDS\ISIS can be effectively utilized to develop and distribute digital archives 
of local documents in Indian languages. Both CDS\ISIS and Acrobat reader 
are free and hence distribution doesn't pose any legal problems. Faster 
retrievability and easier portability of CDS\ISIS make it ideal for CD 
publishing of full texts. 
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